Spring 2021

Math 304  Section 05  :  Linear Algebra
         MWF 11:20 - 12:50  DL-
Math 314  Section 02  :  Discrete Mathematics
         MWF 08:00 - 09:30  DL-

Office: WH 332
Office hours: MWR 09:40 - 10:40 on Zoom (meeting ID on my course websites)

Courses:

Current Course Pages

In the Spring 2021 semester I teach Linear Algebra (math304-05-s21) and Discrete Mathematics (math314-02-s21).

Old Course Pages

The following pages are likely to have lots of broken links; I no longer update them.

1. Calculus III, Fall 2020 (math323-01/06-f20)
2. Discrete Mathematics, Spring 2020 (math314-01-s20)
3. Calculus III, Fall 2019 (math323-05/06-f19)
4. Discrete Mathematics, Spring 2019 (math314-02-s19)
5. Differential Equations, Summer 2019 (math324-01-su19)
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